
Moon
Village

What do you think the first Moon Village will look like? In this lesson, children will get into groups of three or 
four and design their own Moon Village using geographical terms. Your pupils are free to include whatever 
ideas they like. Do they want an alien communication centre, or a pogo-stick racetrack? Great!
You will then discuss with them what ‘accessible’ means. Children will redesign their plans making them 
disabled-friendly. Finally, your pupils can build a model of their Moon Village using recycled pots and boxes 
and then present their models and ideas to the rest of the class.

 Imagine you live with your family on the Moon. Write a story about the day you met your new teacher, who 
had a jet-powered wheelchair.

 Design a warning sign for your Moon Village, e.g. warning about dangerous carnivorous Moon plants.

 Discuss with your class what they think a Moon Village needs. Give pupils the ‘Designing your new world’ 
worksheet in the resources. Explain how to fill in the table and ask them to complete it by writing and/or 
drawing their ideas in the boxes. 

	 • Get your pupils to think about how their new habitat provides what they need to live. 
	 How	would	they	find the things they need to survive, such as water and food?

	 • Get them to think about what features the Moon might already have. Craters and Moon dust, 
 for example. 

 • How could they make food and generate electricity?

 • How will people get from one building to the next?

 Give each group a big piece of paper with a large circle drawn in the middle. The circle signifies an eco-dome 
on the Moon’s surface – which will solve the oxygen supply problem. In pencil, ask each group to draw out 
their Moon Village based on their ideas from the previous task using the key from their table to annotate their 
diagrams. Pupils can name roads and buildings and use geographical terms for each man-made and natural 
feature. Each group then presents and talks about their Moon Village.

 Recap and discuss the work the class has done so far. Explain that you now want your class to think about 
how user friendly their Moon Village is for disabled children and adults.

 Get them to think of solutions or adaptations they could apply. Discuss with them how wheelchair users 
could get about. Could they design a new way to get about with lower gravity or a new kind of Moon buggy 
instead of wheelchairs? What about those with sensory disabilities like the blind and deaf or those with 
learning disabilities? How could they make it easier for these people to understand all the signs in the Moon 
Village? Could they use pictures, braille or speaking signs instead of text alone?

 After you’ve discussed these points with the whole class, ask each group to label the empty final column 
of their table as ‘Adaptations’ and then add each of their changes and adaptations.

 Each group can then make a 3D model of their Moon Village using recycled containers. Identify these 
using their 3D shape names and relate them to their 2D shape names – cylinder and circle, for example. 

	 • Display all of the model Moon Villages along with the pupils’ tables of ideas in a themed 
 class exhibition.

	 • Each group can present their model Moon Village and talk about the changes they designed 
 to make it accessible to all.
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